Swedens leading suppliers
of seafood are located in
Sotenäs county!
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TOC, N, P
Critically high load on municipal sewage
treatment plant.
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The flow model
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Fish farm
Wild caught fish
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Algae farm

Clean water
O2 production
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Waste water treatment and biogas
Fertilizer

SUSTAINABLE
COMPANIES
IN SOTENÄS
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Processing
Fish
waste

Enzymes, fat, fatty acids, proteins etc.
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Fish feed
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Supplements to food
Hot water
Biogas
Electricity
Fish feed
Oxygen

Food

Water is circulated in a
closed loop with the fish
tanks, thus stripping the
water from nutrients.
Algae is harvested to
produce solar
panels and
fish feed.

Land based recirculating aquaculture
Highly nutricious fish feed
Algae farm

Local seafood
production
100%

In addition, water is
cleaned through biological
filters and reused.
Organic
fertilizer to
local farms.
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Electricity and
hot water

Water treatment
and biogas facility
Fish and feed
waste products

CO2

Environmental benefits
Water

Energy

Waste products

Recirculation of
water from
salmon and
algae ponds.

Energy from the
biogas facility is
converted to electricity,
heating and cooling that is
used in the operation, and
in local industry.

Fish that can not
be used for food
is used in other
value added processes. Enzymes, fat, fatty
acids and proteins can be
used for production of
additives, medicins etc.

>99%

ton kilometer

216
Traditional
open fish farm
and industry as is

Waste products
from fish and algae
can be used to produce a
highly nutricious fish feed.
Finally, what can not be
used for other products
goes to the biogas facility.
Through this process
organic nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium and
other nutrients can be
used by local farmers.

TOC

CO2

NEUTRAL FACILITY

TOC
Rena hav / Smögenlax
Farmed algae is used
to produce highly
efficiant solar
panels and fish feed.
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-5000 tons
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3.000.000

312

-95%

Waste products
from farms can
be used when producing
fish feed for the fish farm.

Surplus energy can
be used in public
power grid.

N

-78%

Biological filters
remove nutrients
and other substances from the
small amounts
of water that are
returned to the sea.

Emissions - a comparison

N

CO2
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Benefits for society
Comparison

Developing
rural areas
Jobs
Ecological
fertilizer
Less
transports

Global
food supply
Premium
quality products
Profitable
growth
Green profile
for the region
Fulfills consumer demands
today and tomorrow
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9 kg feed (grain)

1 kg beef

1,3 kg feed

1 kg salmon

An international concept
This concept, a symbiotic cluster including fish and
algae farms, seafood production and biogas facility,
can be applied in many places around the globe.
Prime quality food supply, in a sustainable way.
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